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Abstract 
In this study, we present rule formats for four main notions of bisimulation with silent moves. 
Weak bisimulation is a congruence for any process algebra defined by WB cool rules; we have 
similar results for rooted weak bisimulation (Milner’s “observational congruence”), branching 
bisimulation, and rooted branching bisimulation. The theorems tating that, say, observational 
congruence is an appropriate notion of equality for CCS are corollaries of the results of this 
paper. We also give sufficient conditions under which equational axiom systems can be 
generated from operational rules. Indeed, many equational axiom systems appearing in the 
literature are instances of this general theory. 
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1. Introduction 
Process algebras serve the same role in concurrency that the A-calculus does in 
sequential block-structured languages, isolating the essential features of the area while 
abstracting away inessential details. As there is a vast variety of fundamentally 
different concurrent settings (varying process synchrony, communication mechanism, 
failure, and so forth), there is a need for many process algebras. Developing the right 
basic theory for the first few process algebras was a labor of several years. This paper 
is part of a continuing investigation in the metatheory of process algebra, with the 
goal of developing a body of mathematics to make the development and use of process 
algebras simpler. 
The multiplicity of computational models is reflected in several ways in process 
algebras. Most obviously, the operations in the algebra much match the operations in 
the model: describing broadcasting systems requires broadcasting operations in the 
algebra. Somewhat more subtly, the basic notion of process equivalence - that is, the 
definition of what it means for two processes p and q to mean the same thing - will 
also vary with the model of concurrency. Notions of equivalence which work perfectly 
for point-to-point communication (e.g., failures equivalence [14]) are not correct for 
broadcasting. 
A wide range of process equivalences have been proposed and used [3 11; in process 
algebra, they range from strong bisimulation (the finest reasonable notion in this 
setting) to weak partial trace equivalence (the coarsest notion, and not often applicable). 
There are many ways to characterize quivalences, two of which are relevant o our 
discussion. In many process algebras, there is a silent move T, an action which 
represents internal computation. Some equivalences, called strong equivalences, treat- 
ing z as just another action, without special status. Other equivalences, the weak 
equivalences, do their best to ignore z-actions and then stops. Then zz and t are 
distinguished by most strong equivalences, but identified by most weak ones. Some 
z-actions cannot be ignored; the process a + b is able to accept either an a or 
a b signal, but the process ~a + zb autonomously chooses which it will accept, and will 
reject the other. 
Another important characterization of process equivalences i linear and branching 
time [30]. Loosely, linear-time equivalences observe the behavior of a process as it 
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Fig. 1. Linear vs. branching time. 
runs along a single execution, with very limited ability to observe possible alternate 
paths of computation. Branching-time quivalences consider the whole tree of pos- 
sible executions. For example, the processes PI and P2 of Fig. 1 are linear-time 
equivalent in all standard linear-time equivalences; e.g., they have the same traces, abc 
and abd. They are distinguished by most branching-time quivalences; PI makes an 
important decision on its first step, while P2 delays it until its second. 
Most process algebras use the notion of a transition. The relation p %q says that the 
process p can perform the atomic action a and thereafter behave like the process 4. 
The intended semantics of processes are as labelled transition systems: a set S of 
process states, a set Act of actions, and a relation -+ s S x Act x S. Most process 
algebras are given by a structural operational semantics (SOS), defining the transition 
relation by induction on the structure of the term p. 
Given the multiplicity of models of concurrency, notions of equivalence, and 
process algebras, it seems worthwhile to study the metatheory of process algebra: 
theorems which apply to large families of languages, rather than merely specific ones. 
uch metatheories will greatly facilitate the development of new process algebras. For 
example, Refs. [12,17,16] show that any language defined by suitable forms of 
structured operational rules enjoy certain desirable properties: in particular, all such 
languages respect strong bisimulation. In [2], we extend this theory: any language 
described by the GSOS rules of [12] can in fact be given an equational axiom system 
with a single infinitary induction principle, which is complete for proving equalities 
between programs. 
Most of these studies have treated strong equivalences. There have only been a few 
studies concerning metatheory of SOS for weak equivalences. Most of these studies 
have been aimed at calculating the finest appropriate weak process equivalence. 
Bloom [9] introduced several technical tools used in later studies, but its notion of 
equivalence had some ability to count z-moves and was therefore judged inappropri- 
ate as a weak process equivalence. Ref. [28] was considerably more appealing as 
a study of equivalences, describing the class of ZSOS rules, and precisely characterizing 
the notion of process equivalence they generate. Ulidowski’s notion of process 
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equivalence is appealing in many ways, but misses certain important uses of process 
algebras: for example, processes with polling loops can diverge, and Ulidowski’s 
theory places fewer requirements on divergent processes. Furthermore, he treats 
processes with divergence: the stopped process is weakly bisimilar to a divergent one, 
but the two are distinguished by Ulidowski’s notion. In this study, we do not attempt 
to judge the notion of equivalence; we simply match the most common standard 
notions. 
In this study, we give SOS rule formats for important weak variants of bisimulation, 
weak bisimulation, and branching bisimulation, and their (more useful) rooted versions. 
Weak bisimulation [21] is perhaps the most obvious variant of bisimulation designed 
to ignore r-moves; its theory is not quite as clean as that of strong bisimulation. 
Branching bisimulation [32] is a finer notion, with better algebraic properties. Neither 
notion is quite right for process algebra: they are not congruences with respect to 
certain operations, mainly nondeterministic hoice + . Both can be slightly modified, 
to rooted weak bisimulation (Milner’s observational congruence [23]) and rooted 
branching bisimulation, capable of handling + and maintaining their other properties. 
We discuss the implications of these rule formats on equational axiom systems. 
1.1. Strong and weak bisimulation 
Strong bisimulation [26,22,23] is the finest generally accepted notion of process 
equivalence in this setting. Informally, two processes are strongly bisimilar iff they 
make the same decisions at the same times. Formally, we have the following defini- 
tion. 
Definition 1.1. A binary relation - between processes i  a strong bisimulation relation 
iff, whenever p-p’, then 
l If p %q for some action a and process 4, then p’ f q' for some process q’ such that 
4 - 4’. 
l Vice versa; i.e. if p’ 5 q’ for some action a and process q’, then p 5 q for some process 
q such that q-q’. 
Processes p and p’ are strongly bisimlar, pep’, iff there is some strong bisimulation 
relation - such that p-p’. 
Strong bisimulation enjoys a rich and powerful theory. There are complete equa- 
tional axiom systems (some requiring induction principles) for a wide variety 
of theories [4,24,2]. There is an elegant equivalent logical characterization via 
Hennessy-Milner logic [19]. Definition 1.1 gives a useful method for showing two real 
programs equivalent [ 15,331: one guesses a relation - relating the programs, and 
verifies that it is indeed a strong bisimulation relation. Checking this is local, involving 
only one step of computation. Despite some theoretical concerns (e.g., strong 
bisimulation is too strong, capable of distinguishing processes which ought to be 
identified [l, 11,13]), strong bisimulation is a central part of concurrency theory. 
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1.1.1. Weak bisimulation 
Most process algebras, including CCS and ACP, have a silent or hidden action, r; let 
Act, = Act v {z}. This action marks internal computation: for example, processes 
will take r steps as they compute; and when processes communicate on a hidden 
channel, all that is visible outside is a r-action. The informal intent is that r’s are 
(mostly) irrelevant, and that processes which differ only in the number and positioning 
of s’s are equivalent. As stated before, we would like to have T and zz identified. 
Strong bisimulation, and strong equivalences in general, do not meet this informal 
intent. r’s are as visible as any other action, and r c-’ rr. Accordingly, several re- 
searchers have defined weak versions of bisimulation, which pay less attention to t’s 
but still have the essential flavor of bisimulation. The first such relation, called simply 
weak bisimulation, is based on the weak transition relation 2, defined by the following 
definition. 
Definition 1.2. We define multi-step transition relations p %q by p $p, and if p sq 
and q % I then p 2 r. This is extended to sets of strings S existentially: p 5 q iff 
3sfS.p $q. Let r* = (s,~,rr, . ..}. 
Finally, we define % for aEAct, to be 5 if czEAct, and % if c1 = z. 
Weak bisimulation is defined like strong bisimulation, using the relation 5 for 
rEAct, instead of 5 for a6Act. 
Definition 1.3. A relation - between processes is a weak bisimulation iff, whenever 
p - p' and p % q for some aE Act, and process q, then there is a q’ such that p’ %q’ and 
q - q’, and vice versa. 
Processes p and p’ are weakly bisimilar, p op’. if there is a weak bisimulation 
relation - with p-p’. 
For example, a oza. Note that a “r ta, , as the one can take an a-step and the other 
cannot. Strong bisimulation is mathematically quite nice, but weak bisimulation is 
somewhat less so. For example, strong bisimulation is a congruence with respect o all 
CCS (and a vast range of other) operations. Weak bisimulation is a congruence for 
most CCS operations, but not for +. For example, a oza, but a + b * za + b; the 
latter process can take a r-step to the process b, which the former cannot match. The 
standard approach to fixing this is to take weak bisimulation congruence, also known 
as rooted weak bisimulation, rooted r-bisimulation [4], and rather anomalously as 
observational congruence [23]. This relation is is defined as follows. 
Definition 1.4. Processes p and p’ are rooted weakly bisimilar, p o,p’, iff whenever 
p 5 q for some bEAct,, then p’% q’ eq, and vice versa. 
This is a direct definition of o,. in terms of -0; and it differs from _o only when 
fi = z: the rooted relation insists that p’ take at least one r-step. Rooted weak 
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bisimulation works correctly: all CCS, and indeed most other process algebra opera- 
tions respect it. 
I. 1.2. Branching bisimulation 
Detailed philosophical justification for branching bisimulation may be found in 
[32,31]. Briefly, branching bisimulation is the finest weak analog of bisimulation in 
the testing scenarios of van Glabbeek 1313, and the finest notion which admits an 
expansion theorem. Furthermore, the informal description of bisimulation, “two 
processes making the same decisions at the same time”, is imperfectly captured by the 
formal definition. Consider the weakly bisimilar processes p1 = a(zx + y) and 
p2 = a(Tx + y) + ax. The process p2 can, on an a-transition, choose to forgo the 
chance of performing y. The process p1 cannot make the same choice in just the 
a-move; discarding the y requires an a-move followed by a z. This conceptual 
imperfection is fixed by branching bisimulation; p1 and p2 are not branching bisimilar. 
Definition 1.5. - is a branching bisimulation relation if, for all actions bEAct, and for 
all p-p’, then 
1. If p 5 r, then either: 
(a) /? = z and r up’, or 
(b) there are q’, r’ such that p’ 2 q’ 3 r’, p - q’, and r - r’: 
p : T‘r 
B 
P..* - r 
: . *. 
. v _.;, .v *. - .v . . : 
P 
,* p, ~.q’8--’ f 
(4 or (b) 
2. Vice versa. 
As usual, p and p’ are branching bisimilar, p o ,, p’, if there is a branching bisimula- 
tion relation relating them. 
Branching bisimulation suffers from the same congruence problem as weak bi- 
simulation: ae,bza, but a + b + bza + b. The solution is a bit finer than for weak 
bisimulation. Rooted branching bisimulation does step of strong bisimulation, then 
turns into branching bisimulation. 
Definition 1.6. Two processes p and q are rooted branching bisimilar if, whenever 
D 
p + q, then p’ f+ q’ and q H b q’; and vice versa. 
The theory of tirb is quite nice: for example, rooted branching bisimulation is 
a congruence with respect o CCS, has a complete axiom system on finite processes, 
and so forth. According to van Glabbeek [31] it is the finest reasonable notion of 
process equivalence with silent moves. 
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We refer to the relations of weak and branching bisimulation, rooted and otherwise, 
collectively as “silent bisimulations”. 
1.2. Structured operational semantics and process equivalences 
Most process calculi are given behavior by structured operational semantics (SOS), 
rules which define the behavior of composite processes in terms of the behavior of 
their components. A well-designed SOS rule system has many of the advantages of 
denotational semantics; e.g., structural induction is a viable proof technique, as we will 
see repeatedly in this study. Furthermore, SOS rules are generally fairly easy to read. 
For example, the interleaving parallel operation p 111 q is easily described by SOS rules: 
for each action LX. there are rules: 
Xl %Yl x2 -5Y2 
Xl Ill x2 SYI Ill x2 Xl Ill x2 s-*x1 III Y2 
(1) 
The purpose of this study, like many others in this line of research, is to determine 
the relation between the SOS definition of a process algebra, and the notion of 
equivalence. We will give some quite general rule formats which guarantee that 
process algebras respect the four silent bisimulations described in Section 1.1, and 
a new variant which may be of some use. 
The SOS definition of a process algebra or programming language describes the 
intended behavior of processes. It is not intended to suggest the preferred implementa- 
tion of the language, any more than the p-rule is intended to suggest he preferred 
implementation of functional languages. It is often useful to specify languages using 
rules which appear rather unreasonable, knowing that the implementation eed not 
reflect the rules. 
Two common categories of “unreasonable” or “unimplementable” features of rules 
are copying of processes and negative tests. Both features arise quite naturally in the 
simplest specifications of standard operations. Our rule formats for weak process 
equivalences allow copying in a fairly general way. However, negative tests defy 
both implementation and weak bisimulations, and are thus excluded from our rule 
format. 
1.2.1. Copying 
For example, one of the rules of the specification of a while loop is 
while x1 do x2 5(x2; while y, do x2) 
That is, if the test x1 signals “true”, the loop body is executed once and the loop is 
reexecuted. This specification makes a copy of the loop body x2. A typical implemen- 
tation [27,33] does not copy x2; it simply uses a loop around the code. 
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A similar operation is Milner’s !p, which effectively turns p into a reentrant server: 
This spawns a new server x’ to handle each request a. This will probably be 
implemented by spawning new processes on each machine running x - which may, in 
general, be a distributed system [6,7]. 
Many other operations can be specified by copying rules. For example, a process 
implementing a distributed service might produce a signal 1 if its load gets too high, 
piggybacked on top of its normal service message. The system’s response might be to 
bring up another processor unning the original server code, running in parallel with 
the original process. Such a service could conveniently be specified by rules including: 
Xl $Yl 
1 
Xl ~Y,hXl _Y12 
server(xI,x2) %server(y,,x2) server(xl,x2) %server(y,, 1x2,x2) 
where a ranges over server actions, the x1 argument represents the current state of the 
server, and the x2 argument represents the initial state of a new server processor. 
1.2.2. Negative rules vs. weak bisirnulation 
For strong notions of process equivalence, many operations are best described 
using negative rules; viz., those with antecedents of the form x % , which are satisfied if 
x cannot perform an a-action. Consider the following “full sequencing” operation p ; q, 
which runs p until it stops, then runs q: 
Xl SYl x2 %y2, Vb.(xl %) 
XliX2 SYlP2 Xl ix2 5Y2 
It is impossible to define this operation without negative rules, though most process 
alebras define approximations which are adequate for programming, and much easier 
to implement. There are several other reasonable operations which can only be 
defined with negative rules; e.g., polling operations which branch on whether or not 
a process is ready to communicate. 
Unfortunately, negative rules seem incompatible with weak process equivalences. 
One of the fundamental laws of silent bisimulations in KFAR, Koomen’sfair abstrac- 
tion rule [4]. Intuitively, this rule says that nondeterministic hoice can be imple- 
mented by a polling loop. Indeed, delay-insensitive implementations of process- 
algebra-based languages [33] implement selective communication (the main practical 
application of nondeterministic hoice in this setting) via polling loops. As these 
implementations are correct up to weak or branching bisimulation and (probably) not 
much stronger, KFAR is practically and philosophically important. 
However, KFAR seems incompatible with negative rules. A basic consequence of 
KFAR is that, if we have two processes p1 and p2 such that p1 $p2, then p1 and pz 
ought to be considered the same process. That is, the decision of whether or not p1 % 
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Fig. 2. Weakly bisimilar processes. 
should involve all such p2. As 
ip,lP, $P2} 
can be unmanageable - infinite and not even recursive - testing pl’s ability to do an 
a is necessarily challenging. 
We are not aware of any way to interpret negative tests x % in a way that respects 
silent bisimulations and has any chance of being implementable. Consider the weakly 
bisimilar processes of Fig. 2. 
These processes must be indistinguishable in any language representig weak bi- 
simulation, as they are weakly bisimilar. The most obvious interpretation of x % is 
simply to test that x has no u-transition. With this interpretation, 1 (pl %) but p2 %; 
a rule which can test for x % could distinguish these equivalent processes. 
A variant interpretation which has been proposed several times [29,28] is that 
negative rules only be interpreted in stable states; i.e. x satisfies the test x % iff x can 
perform r-moves to reach a state which has neither u-nor r-transitions. This is 
implementable (by running the process until such time as it rea>hes a stable state), and 
does address the primary difficulty with KFAR; the set of processes < to a stable 
process p is just { p}. For example, p4 %, as p4 &I which is stable and ca&rot perform 
a b. This interpretation does work for Ulidowski’s weak equivalence, but it fails for 
weak bisimulation. For example, p1 % in this interpretation, but 1 (p3 %) as p3 is not 
in a stable state, and indeed cannot reach one by performing z moves. 
As there seems to be no good interpretation of negative tests, we do not include 
them in our languages for weak or branching bisimulation. The languages for rooted 
branching bisimulation can tolerate them to a limited degree. 
I .3. Results 
In this paper, we give rule formats for the four silent bisimulations of Section 1.1, as 
well as a variant of rooted weak bisimulation. The basic intuition behind the classes is 
fairly similar -basically, we require operations to wait calmly for their operands to be 
ready. We call this property coolness: we thus have WB cool languages, which respect 
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weak bisimulation; RBB cool languages respecting rooted branching bisimulation, 
and so forth. Weak bisimulation is discussed in Section 3, rooted weak bisimulation 
and a technically convenient variant called “strongly rooted weak bisimulation” in 
Section 4, branching bisimulation in Section 5, and rooted branching bisimulation in 
Section 6. It is worth noting that the methods used for branching bisimulation are 
very similar to those for weak bisimulation, though the proofs have twice as many 
cases. 
In Section 7, we discuss the implication of these rule formats for equational theories. 
It is well-known that neither weak nor branching bisimulation has appealing (e.g., 
finite) axiom systems for some basic operations like parallel composition. However, 
the rooted versions generally admit equational axiom systems. The method of Aceto 
et al. [2] for generating equational axiom systems applies to ail SRWB cool and RBB 
cool languages (and preserves their SRWB cool or RBB cool character.) We give 
decidable sufficient conditions under which RWB cool languages have axiom systems 
as those in [2]. The equational axiom systems which the method of Aceto et al. [2] 
generates are not complete for any decent programing language. 
1.3.1. Useful corollaries: simply cool languages 
In the rest of the paper, our results are quite general, and accordingly hard to apply. 
We expect that the following straightforward corollaries of our main theorems will 
prove useful in most cases appearing in practice; they are enough to cover most 
CCS-like process calculi known to date. The formal definition of “process calculus” 
appears in Section 2.2. 
Our simple rule formats are make heavy use of patience rules: that is, rules which 
say that an argument or a subterm of a term is able to take r-moves as it wishes. 
Definition 1.7. If t is a term and xEVars(t), then the patience rule for x in t is the 
(possibly derived) rule 
t k[x:= y] 
where y $ Vars( t). Similarly, if f is a function symbol with arity k, the patience rule for 
argument i (for 1 < i < k) off is the patience rule for xi in the term f ( x1, . . ., xi, . . ., xk). 
For example, the instances of the parallel composition rule (1) with a = z are 
patience rules for 111. 
Definition 1.8. A process calculus Y defined by SOS rules is simply BB cool if 
1. All rules p for all operation symbols f of 9 have the form 
{xi ‘YiIiEz(P)) 
p = f(Xl ) . . ..x.) St 
where I(p) is a set of numbers telling which arguments off take actions under rule p; 
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2. for all rules p, and all ill, 9 contains a valid patience rule for argument i off; 
3. no rules have hypotheses mentioning r’s, except the patience rules required by 
clause 2. 
The definition for weak bisimulation differs only slightly. 
Definition 1.9. A language is simply WB cooE iff it is simply BB cool, and in addition: 
4. for every rule p with target t in clause 1, xi does not appear in t when kZ(p); and 
5. for each rule p, target t, and target variable YiEVars(t), there is a valid patience rule 
for Yi in t. 
CCS without + is a simply WB cool (and, a fortiori, simply BB cool) language. 
Rule formats for rooted silent bisimulations are built by partitioning the rules into 
two classes; tame operations, which respect he silent bisimulation from the previous 
definitions, and wild operations, which exploit the rootedness condition for one step 
and then evolve into tame operations. 
Definition 1.10. A GSOS language 9 is simply R WB cool if the operations in 9’ can 
be partitioned into tame and wild operations, such that 
1. the targets of all rules (the t’s above) only mention tame operations; 
2. the sublanguage consisting only of tame operations is WB cool; 
3. every rule p for a wild operation has the form 
ixi ‘Yi I iEl( 
f(5) St 
4. For each such rule, there are rules (possibly derived rules): 
Xi ~Yi {xi zYiIi~~(P)} Xi &Yi 
f(2) &t[Xi:= Yi] t %[k= j] t L,t[Xi := Yi] 
For example, CCS is a simply RWB cool language. + is a wild operation; all others 
are tame. Pick one of the rules for +, say 
Xl GY1 
x1 + x2 $Yl 
If we choose t = xi, then we must have the following rules and derived rules: 
Xl LYl Xl SYl Xl LYl 
Xl + x2 &Yl Xl SYl Xl LYl 
Indeed, these are all valid CCS rules or derived rules, and hence + is a suitable wild 
operation. 
Rooted branching bisimulation is much easier, largely due to the stronger first-step 
condition. 
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Definition 1.11. A GSOS language 9 is simply RBB cool iff the operation symbols can 
be partitioned into tame and wild operations, such that 
1. the sublanguage of 3 consisting of only tame operations is simply BB cool; and 
2. let f(n) 2 t be the conclusion of any rule of 3. Then t mentions only tame 
operations. 
As one would hope, we have the following corollary to most of the main theorems 
of this paper. 
Corollary 1.12. (1) If Y is simply WB cool, then weak bisimulation is a congruence 
for 9. 
(2) If Y is simply R WB cool, then rooted weak bisimulation is a congruence for 9’. 
(3) Zf _.Y is simply BB cool, then branching bisimulation is a congruence for Y. 
(4) If 9 is simply RBB cool, then rooted branching bisimulation is a congruence 
for 9. 
We also have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.13. Zf Y is a simply RBB cool language, then the methods of Aceto et al. [2] 
generate a simply RBB cool, conservative extension of 9, and a set of equations which 
are sound for rooted branching bisimulation and complete for strong bisimulation. 
A similar fact generally holds for simply RWB cool languages, but it is harder to 
state in full generality. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we review some standard and mostly standard definitions in process 
algebra. 
2.1. Notation 
We use fairly standard mathematical notation, though we write A m B for 
A n B = 8. If A u B = C and A &I B, then A and B partition the set C; in particular, we 
allow A and B to be empty. 
We often introduce auxiliary notations for tuples; e.g., we write the tuple ( t, a, t ) as 
t % t’, when we are interpreting it as a formula.’ 
We use vector notation, 2, to denote a finite sequence of items named xi, x2, . . . , x, 
for some n. We assume that the sequences are of the correct lengths, which are always 
‘When necessary, we add an extra component to the tuple; if we are using the notation t &t’ as well, we 
assume that the representations are disjoint. This fine point is never relevant. 
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clear from context or irrelevant. Operations and relations on vectors are to be 
interpreted pointwise. For example, the equation k = p means that R and j have the 
same length, and that xi = yi for each i. To add to the confusion, k is occasionally 
treated as the set {x1, x2, . . . . x,,}. 
We denote the empty string by E. If r is a symbol, rf = {z, zz, zrz, . ..} and 
r* = (E} u r+. Similarly, if S is a set of actions or string, then S* is the Kleene closure 
of S, the set of all finite strings of elements of S. 
2.2. Structural operational semantics 
As we are investigating the comparative anatomy of process algebras and their 
definitions, we discuss their definitions in some generality. We are concerned with 
GSOS and related classes of rules; to discuss these, we need some notation. 
A process algebra language, or simply “language”, includes a finite set of actions, 
and a finite algebraic signature. In this study, we assume that the set of actions Act, 
contains a distinguished element z, the silent action; the remaining actions are not 
required to have any significance. The definitions of signature, term, and so forth are 
fairly standard. A signature C is a finite function from a set of operation symbols 
f,g,h, . . . to natural numbers, their arities. Terms t are inductively built from an 
infinite set of variables x, y, z, . . . by application of function symbols: 
t: := x If(ti, . . . . t,), where C(f) = n 
A term is closed if it contais no variable symbols; process algebras generally contain 
nullary operators, such as the stopped process 0, and thus have closed terms. This is 
important, as closed terms are processes which can be executed. There are no binding 
operators, and in particular no ret [x -Z P] operator for recursive process definition 
a la CCS. Our definitional schema are powerful enough to include general nonter- 
minating computations, even without recursion; and any program written with 
rec[x e P] over any of our calculi can be written without rec[. t .] in a suitable 
variant calculus. 
Let Procs( 2’) be the set of closed terms of the language 58, and Terms( 9) the set of 
all terms. When 9 is clear from context, we simply write Procs and Terms. A term is 
uniuariate if no variable appears in it more than once. 
Actions a are elements of some finite nonempty set Act. Transition formulas 
describe possible transitions. A positive transition formula is a triple, written t 5 t’, where 
t and t’ are terms, and a is an action symbol. A negative transition formula is a pair t %. 
A formula is primitive if t and t’ are variables: x 5x’ and x %. 
A GSOS rule is a pair (%,f(?) %t), where 3’ is a set of primitive transition 
formulas, subject to certain conditions. GSOS rules are usually written: 
Ui{xiaGYijl 1 <j< mi} U Ui{XiB;;I 1 <j< nil 
f(x i,...,X”) At 
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The conditions are: the variables k, p are all distinct, and the variables in t are at most 
2, p. 
In this study, we take the point of view that rules bind all variables appearing in 
them. In particular, rules which differ only by a bijective renaming of variable names 
are equivalent. 
We use the following terminology to describe parts of a GSOS rule: 
ante(p) = 2 is the set of antecedents. 
cons(p) =f(_?) 5t is the consequent. 
source(p) =f(Z) is the source. 
target(p) = t is the target. 
c is the action. 
The variables xi are the source variables SourceVars(p). 
The variables yij are the target ouriubles TargetVars(p). 
For example, the interleaving parallel operation p 111 q is defined by the 2 - 1 Act I rules 
of (1). Many process algebras have the operations of action prejxing and nondetermin- 
istic choice. For each action ~1, alp is a process which performs an c( and thereafter 
behaves like p; for all p and q, p + q may behave like either p or q. These have the rules 
(for each a): 
Xl $Yl x2 SY2 
a (3) 
ax +x x1 + x2 SY2 Xl +x2 %Y2 
If 9 is a rule format (i.e. a set of rules), an W language is a finite signature C of 
operations together with a finite set of rules R c 9, where all operations in R are in 
C and used with the correct arity. 
Null transitions, x %y, will provide great notational convenience later on: they are 
intended to mean that x and y are bound to the same term. This can be trivially 
expressed in the GSOS format by using x everywhere y appears. The following are 
equivalent: 
x%y 
01 a 
ax +x ax +y 
We set Act,,, = Act u {z, E}, use [ to range over Act,,, and with a slight pun we use 
the notation x iy for [EAct,,, to range over x %y and x Ly. Fig. 3 shows our usage 
of different symbols. 
Definition 2.1. A rule or language which is GSOS except for possibly having null 
transitions are antecedents i said to be in GSOS(s) format. 
Notation 2.1. In this study we work with a variety of objects including variables: 
terms, transition formulas, rules, and so forth. For any such object Q, Vars(S2) is the 
set of variables in 52. If xEVars( 0) and 5 is a suitable object, then sZ[ x := 51 is s2 with 
5 substituted for x. Only rules bind variables, and that at the top level only; so the 
definition of substitution is not subtle. 
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Symbol 
a, b, c, d 
a,B 
i 
P, 4, r, s 
4 4 lJ 
x, Y, z 
Usage 
Actions other than r; elements of Act 
Actions or z; elements of Act, 
Actions, T, or E; element of Act,,, 
Processes 
Process terms 
Variables 
Fig. 3. Conventions. 
It is often convenient o work with substitutions (traditionally also called instanti- 
ations when they refer to rules), which are partial functions d from variable names to 
Procs. We extend (r to terms t with Vars(t) s dam(o) by 
4f-(t1, a.*, t,)) =f(4t1), .**,4t,)), 
and similarly to other constructs including variables. 
If $ is a transition formula, -j s Procs x Act x Procs, and d is a substitution, and 
Vars($) c dam(o), then we may define the relation Q, 4 k $: 
a,-jk t%u 0 o(t)&(u) 
CT,;+ t % -2 JqeProcs.a(t)%q 
o,;+ t k4 0 o(t)= g(u) 
We extend + to sets of formulae: 
The GSOS theory of Bloom et al. [ 11,8] shows for any GSOS language 2, there is 
a unique appropriate transition relation -j ; i.e. one satisfying the following properties: 
For any process terms p =f(pl, . . .,p,) and action a, if p % q, then there exists 
a rule p which enables the transition: i.e. there is an instantiation (r on Vars(p) such 
that 
(a) c + ante(p), 
(b) o(cons(p)) = p %q (and in particular a(xi) = pi for each i). 
For each rule p and instantiation (r such that (T, -j k ante(p), then B, -j l= cons(p). 
This relation is denoted i9, or simply i when Y is clear from context. 
2.3. Ruloid Theorems 
We will frequently need to examine the behavior of processes in arbitrary contexts. 
Our main technical tools for doing so are Ruloid Theorems [12, lo], which characterize 
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all possible behaviors of all terms in a language, in a form that resembles the original 
rule format. 
Definition 2.2. Ruloids are like rules, except hat the conclusion has the form t %u for 
some term t, rather than the simpler form f(Z) %U as required for rules. 
Rules carry proscriptive force; i.e. they define the behavior of all terms of the 
language. Ruloids simply carry descriptive force; i.e. they explain how the rules cause 
complex terms to compute. 
Most well-designed rule formats enjoy a Ruloid Theorem. That is, for each term 
t and seAct:, it is possible to calculate a set W( t, s) of ruloids which precisely capture 
the circumstances under which t can perform s; and each p~W(t, s) is still in the same 
format as the original rules, mutatis mutandis. Formally, 
Definition 2.3. A set 9 of ruloids is just right for a term t and a string s of actions if, 
1. The conclusion of each PEW has the form t f, t’ for some t’. 
2. 5t? explains all the transitions possible for instances of t. Formally, let 
C: Vars(t) + Procs, and suppose o(t) : q. Then there is some ruloid pi&‘, and 
extension r~’ 2 g to Vats(p) such that 
(a) 0’ + ante(p), 
(b) o’(cons(p)) = c’(t) -5 q. 
3. Every ruloid in W is valid. That is, if 0: Vars(p) + Procs and 0 k ante(p), then 
d l= cons(p). 
We use the construction of such sets B( t, s) given in [S], given by induction on s and 
t. For example, the following set of ruloids for (x 111 y) + z are just right for that term 
and the action a: 
x f+x’ Y $Y’ z f+z’ 
(x III Y) + z S(x’ Ill Y) (x III Y) + z 9x Ill Y’) (x Ill Y) + z s z’ 
2.4. E-Presentation 
In this study (and many other ones), it is convenient to use rules and ruloids in 
s-presentation. 
Definition 2.4. A ruloid p in GSOS(s) format is s-presented ifh 
1. there is at least one antecedent x 5 y for each source variable x, for some [EAct,,,; 
and 
2. SourceVars(p) fh Vars(target(p)) 
For example, the first sequencing rule (2) is not-e-presented, as no antecedent 
mentions x2. Nor is the rule 
Xl $,I, x2 2Y2 
Xl ix2 ZY, ix2 
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Although an antecedent mentions each argument, the source and target variables are 
not disjoint. However, the equally useful rule 
Xl 2YI? x2 SY2 
Xl ix2 s_Y, ix2 
is s-presented. The precise definition of “equally useful” is equipotent. 
Definition 2.5. Two ruloids p and p’ are equipotent if, whenever one of them enables 
a transition p %q, then the other does as well. 
Lemma 2.6. Let 2 be any GSOS language. Then there is a GSOS(e) languages 9’ with 
the same sets of actions and operations (and hence the same set of terms), and a bijection 
p H p’ between their ruloids such that p and p’ are equipotent. 
Proof. Let p be a ruloid of 2’. Let V be the set of variables which either do not appear 
in the antecedents of p, or appear in both source and target. For each XE V, pick 
a variable x’ distinct from Vars(p) and all other x”s. Suppose that cons(p) = t Gu. 
Let U’ be u with each XE V replaced by the corresponding x’. Let p’ be the ruloid: 
ante(p) u {x 5x’ ) XE V} 
t mu’ 
Then clearly p and p’ are equipotent, and p’ is e-presented. 0 
3. Rules for weak bisimulation 
The simplest kind of operations which respect weak bisimulation are the patient 
ones. Suppose that p op’, and that f(p) %+9(q) via a rule 
x%y 
f(x) WY) 
and a transition p 5 q. All that we know about p’ is that p’ 5 rl 5 r2 5 q’ with q --oq’. 
This suggests that f(x) will have to wait for its argument o perform an a action. So, 
we need a patience rule: 
x J-+x’ 
f(x) Wx’, 
which allows its argument to take r-transitions freely. Similarly, we need patience 
rules for g. Suppose that the transition p %q is matched by transitions 
p’ ‘*p’, %q; Lq’, with p --op’, p + pi, q + q; , and q o q’. The patience rules allow us 
to match the transition 
f(P) %*9(q) (4) 
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with the transitions 
f(P’) %-(A) %&I\) %(q’). (5) 
Not all operations have, or require, patience rules. The canonical example of an 
operation that should not have them is prefixing, with rule: 
ax lirx 
It would be a mistake to have a patience rule: 
(mistake) 
x Itx’ 
ax A ax’ 
as (1) this would destroy many essential properties of prefixing, e.g., its ability to guard 
recursions, and (2) it is not necessary, as prefixing already does respect weak bisimula- 
tion. That is, if p ep’, then up’s only possible move is an a-transition to p; clearly up’ 
can do an a-transition to p’, which is weakly bisimilar to p by hypothesis. More 
generally, if f(p)% first step of behavior does not involve p’s behavior, then we do not 
need patience rules. 
So, we only require patience rules for active arguments of functions f; i.e. those 
arguments which fallows to run. For example, if we have an operator with the single 
rule: 
we would expect to have a patience rule for xi but not for x2. 
However, we know from first principles that operations defined by patience rules 
alone are not as powerful as possible. Bisimulation equivalences, of all sorts, are 
branching-time quivalences. Thus, they ought to admit branching tests: testing for the 
ability to do both an a and a b simultaneously. That is, it should tolerate copying, in 
the style of Section 1.2.1. For example, we would like to have an operation given by 
a rule of the form 
x fYl, x SYZ 
k(x) SO 
(6) 
However, this is somewhat complicated. We cannot (with weak bisimulation) expect 
to detect simultaneous transitions. Specifically, a + b is weakly bisimilar to 
P,,b = rec[ x -G= a + z(b + TX)], which alternately offers a and b: 
a+b p T ab G Pba 
a b 52 a b (7) 
0 0 0 0 
POb cannot perform an a and a b simultaneously, and thus k( Plrb) cannot fire by rule 
(6). Our solution is to require the presence of enough rules and operations so that 
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k(P,,) will behave correctly. Specifically, we insist that there be a two-argument 
version k* of k, with one argument o handle the 3 test of k and the other for the 5 
test. The operation k* has one computational rule, giving k* the ability to do (6): 
Xl %Yl, x2 5Y2 
k*(xI,x2)%0 
(8) 
The basic operation k and the derived version k* are connected by a pair of rules, 
allowing k’s argument to take a z-move in preparation for doing its two possible 
behaviors separately. These will be called bijiurcation rules: 
x’*y xJ+y 
k(x) I*k*(x,y) k(x) h k*(y, x) 
(9) 
Similarly, k* has patience rules allowing its arguments to proceed independently: 
Xl &Yl x2 LY2 - 
k*(xl,x,) ~k*(y,,xz) k*(xl,xz) I*k*(xl,y,) 
Putting these rules in c-presentation shows that k* is straight. 
With these rules, we see that k(P,,) $0 as desired: 
k(P,,) ~-**(P,,J’~a) $0 
(10) 
3.1. WB cool languages 
In this section, we work entirely with E-presented languages. We define a subset of 
the &-presented positive GSOS(z) languages, the WB cool languages, in which weak 
bisimulation is a congruence. For example, CCS without + is a WB cool language. 
The definition proceeds in two parts. We first give an infinitary version, the fully WB 
cool languages, which places restrictions on all univariate terms. Then we give 
necessary and sufficient finitary conditions on the rules which guarantee the infinitary 
version. 
Definition 3.1. The source variable x is active in p if there is an antecedent x %y of 
p (where by our conventions BEAct, and hence /I # E). The variable xeVars(t) is 
active if it is active in some ruloid p for t. 
For example, the variable x is active in k(x) and k*(x, x’), but not in ax. Next, we 
need to count how many copies of a variable we will need. 
Definition 3.2. Let xeVars(t) for a univariate term t. We define barb(t,x) to be the 
maximum number of antecedents x i’y in any element of peUs %?(t,/?). 
For example, barb( k(x), x) = 2, as (6) has two antecedents for x. Recall that we use 
c-presented rules and ruloids; among other things, this guarantees that each variable 
in a rule appears in at least one antecedent. Thus, barb(ax,x) = 1. 
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Definition 3.3. A rule p with source f(2) is straight if p has exactly one antecedent for 
each argument Xi. Nonstraight rules are branching. 
For example, (6) is not straight; (8)-(10) are straight. 
Definition 3.4. A univariate term t is straight if barb(t,x) = 1 for each xEVars( t). We 
define Terms”, to be the set of straight univariate terms. 
For example, k*(xI , x2) is straight, and k(x) is not. Indeed, k*(xI, x2) is a straight 
version of k(x), in a sense we will make precise. To describe the correspondence 
between k(x) and k*(xl,xz), we need several things. 
First, we need a function ( .)*, taking terms to their straightened versions: we will 
have (k(x))* = k*(xI ,x2). Recall that k and k* are simply operation symbols; the 
right-hand side of this equation is just a term. 
We need to explain that x1 and x2 in k*(xI,x2) both correspond to x in k(x); we 
thus have a map s(s) = $I,,,,(.):{x1,x2} + {x}, with $(x1)=5(x2)=x. The 
notation ;pi(x’) is intended to be reminiscent of fraction: we use conventions o that 
generally 4(x’) = x. 
We need bifurcation or patience rules, like (9), which allow k(x) to copy its argument 
and run it along some z-steps. 
We need more bifurcation or patience rules allowing the arguments’ children to 
take r-steps in the target. 
We need a correspondence p I-+ p* between the rules for k(x) and the rules for 
k*(xI, x2). For example, (6)* = (8), and the two rules of (9) correspond to the two 
rules of (10). Note that this is a bijection between the rules for k(x) and those for 
k*(xI ,x2), and that the rules corresponding to the bifurcating rules are patience 
rules. 
These requirements are formalized in the following definition. 
Definition 3.5. A positive GSOS(s) language Y isfully WB cool if there is a mapping 
(. )* : Terms, + Terms”, , and, for each tETerm.s,, a mapping $lt(.):Vars(t*) + 
Vars(t), subject to conditions l-5 below. 
We need some auxiliary definitions to state these conditions, Let 
?I t(x) = jx’tVars(r*)i 3(x’) = x). 
When t is clear from context (which is almost all the time), we write these as simply 
$(x’) and y(x). Note that $ (a ) is a substitution, and we may apply it to terms and the 
like. 
A ruloid bi:’ is a bifurcation ruloid if it is valid, and it has the form 
{x &,> u {Xl &;I(s(x;) = Xl) A (x,x’> # <x,>x;>} 
t LJ(t*) (11) 
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where x = $It( x’), and Q’S are distinct fresh variables, and a(~‘) = v,, for each x’.~ If 
t is straight, it is also called the patience ruloid for x’. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
If t is straight, then $(t*) = t. 
If x is active in t, then for all x’~$$(x), there is a valid bifurcation ruloid 
bi:‘M!( t, T). 
If x % y is an antecedent of a ruloid with consequent t 5 u, and yEVars(u) then u is 
univariate, and there is a valid bifurcation ruloid bi;’ for each y’~y[Jy). 
The only ruloids with z’s in the antecedent are the bifurcation ruloids. 
For all t and ~1, there is a 
ante(p) = $(ante(p*)) 
target(p) = target( p*) 
bijection (. )* : W( t, cc) -+ W( t*, LX) such that 
(12) 
(13) 
The following lemma is a technical tool used in the proof of congruence. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that u is a univariate term in a filly WB cool language 9, and for 
all yEVars(u) and y’~q(,(y) there is a valid bifurcation rule bi:‘. Supposefurther that o1 
and g2 are instantiations on Vars(u) and Vars(u*), respectively, such that whenever 
$(Y’) = Y, then 01(y) 5 a,(y’) for some n = ny., where ny, = 0 if y’ is inactive in u, and 
is arbitrary otherwise. Then, ifVy’.n,, = 0, then 
C(uC+~I(u) (14) 
and otherwise, 
01(u)If,d2(u*) (15) 
Proof. Eq. (14) holds under all circumstances, taking an empty sequence of z- 
transitions; in particular, it holds when Vy’.n,* = 0. 
Suppose that some n,b > 0. Then, by bi$, we have a transition 
01(u) ~‘ol.l(~*) (16) 
where gl.l is an instantiation of Vars(t*), with 
fll(Y0) k.I(Yb) 2 r72(Yb) (17) 
01(Y) = o1,1(;‘(vb)) 
As Y is fully WB cool, there is a patience ruloid bi;’ for each active y’eVars(u*). For 
each inactive y’, we have crl ($( y)) = CJ~ .1 (y’) = cr2( y’). Hence, we have transitions 
,(P,., - 1 
fJl.l(u*) - ~z(u*). (18) 
This gives us a transition ol(u) ‘A [TV. 0 
2Recall that the source and target variables of a GSOS(&) ruloid must be disjoint. Thus, we must introduce 
new variables u,., to avoid possible name clashes. 
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t*, p* Straight versions of t and p 
X Source variable of p 
X’ Source variable of p* 
Y Target variables of p and p* 
p-7 0. Things on the right-hand side of -. 
or, 4 Components after one r-step of computation. 
a; Componets after all their r-steps. 
& Components after r*a. 
Gor Components after r*ar 
8, 8’ Components after a or r*c(r* transitions 
P-P’ Proposed weak bisimulation relation; Definition 3.10 
aVe*, eG,a* Pointwise --related substitutions; Definition 3.9 
- 
Fig. 4. Diacritical conventions. 
3.2. Weak bisimulation is a congruence for fully WB cool languages 
In this section, we show that weak bisimulation is a congruence for fully WB cool 
languages. In Section 3.2.1 we develop a more local equivalent definition of weak 
bisimulation; which we use in Section 3.2.2 to prove the main theorem. 
3.2.1. Local weak bisimulation relations 
We define a local weak bisimulation relation 
Definition 3.7. A symmetric relation - between processes is a local weak bisimulation 
relation if, whenever p-p’ and p % q, then p’ %q’ for some q - q’. 
By [23, Ch. 51, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.8. For any processes p and p’, p --op’ ifl there is a local weak bisimulation 
relation - with p-p’. 
3.2.2. Weak bisimulation is a congruence 
We use standard bisimulation methodology to show that p op’ implies 
f(p) e f (p’). We construct a relation - which includes _o and is closed under 
application of operations. The diacritical conventions used in this proof are sum- 
marized in Fig. 4. 
Definition 3.9. Let - be a binary relation on processes. 
l If a and a* are instantiations of the same set of variables, then we define a 2 a* if 
VxEdom(a).a(x)-a’(x). 
0 
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Let t be a term, and c and cr* be instantiations with dam(a) = Vars(t) 
and dom(o’) = Vars(t*). Then G:,~J’ and (r*v*rr both hold3 if 
Vx’EVars(t*).o($(x’))-0*(x’). 
Definition 3.10. We define p-p’ to hold if 
1. p --op., or 
2. there is a univariate term t, and substitutions CJ and cr. on Vars(t), such that 
p = a(t), p’ = a’(t), and g-1; 0’; 
3. there is a univariate term t, and substitutions 0 on Vars( t) and C* on Vars( t*) such 
that p = a(t), p* = a’(P), and crv, a’; 
4. p’vp by 3. 
Note that - is symmetric. 
Theorem 3.11. Zf 9’ is a fully WB cool language, then weak bisimulation is a congruence 
for 9. 
Proof. We show that - is a local weak bisimulation relation, by induction on the 
definition of - . Suppose that p-p*; we show that transitions of p match those of p’. 
There are four cases, depending on why p-p’. Suppose that p 5 q; we must find q’ 
such that p’ %q’ -4. 
(1) This case follows from Lemma 3.8. 
(2) In this case, we have p = a(t) - a*(t) = p’, where cr 2 (T*. Let p be the ruloid for 
t enabling the transition p %q; i.e. 
&K 
t su 
and there is an instantiation B on Vars(u) such that (a u 6) + % and q = d(u). 
We have g(x) 56(y) for each (x % y)eX’. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, the 
processes a’(x) can take matching actions to matching processes. Specifically, there 
exist processes cr;(x’), a&(y), and C’(y’), where x’ = 5(y), such that 
[=& * c?(X) = ai = &(y) = F(y)-C?(y) 
[=r * f?(X) = b;(x) = c&(y) I; L?*(y)-qy) (19) 
<=a = a*(x) I; Gx’) %0(Y) I: F(y)-qy) 
Jprel ~ 
We call the z-moves before the action the pre-section, and the r-moves after the 
action the post-section; they are marked lyre and F1 above. Note that we could 
3That is, c, is symmetric. 
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have divided the z* for the i = r case however we liked; we chose to put all of them in 
the post-section. 
We use the following post-section conclusion lemma at the end of several sub- 
subcases. Suppose that we have established p’%qO(u); we wish to conclude the 
subsubcase by showing that a;Ju) s q* - 8(u) = q for some q’. 
Let 
$(y’) = B'($l,(y')). 
We have o&,(y) s C;(y’). The term u is univariate by definition. So, Lemma 3.6 
applies. There are two cases, from (14) and (15). 
If (14) holds, then a;,(u) f cr;,(u) = 8*(u). We have d’-C from (19). Let 
q* = tY( u); by clause 2, q’ - 8(u) = q. 
Otherwise, we have (15): r&(u) 2 $;(u*). Let q’ = 8;(u*); recall that q = d(u). We 
have c?; G,, 8, and hence q’ - q. End of post-section conclusion lemma. 
We have two cases for (2), depending on whether p is a bifurcation or action ruloid. 
(2).bifurcation: Suppose that p = bi:.. p has one non-s antecedent xb Lyb. Let 
a,(~;) be the r-child of a(xo) which caused this rule to fire; let a,(~‘) = a(x) for all 
x’ # XL and x = $(x’). Note that q = o,(t*). 
From the induction hypothesis, there is a process ai(xb) such that 
0.(x’) I; cqxb)-o Jxb) for some n 2 0. Let 8$(x’) = a*(x) for all other (x,x’). Note 
that rrr c 8:. 
There are two cases, depending on n. 
(2).bifurcation.n = 0: We have c’(x~) = 8;(&)-a,(~;), and 8’(x) = C;($(x’))- 
C,(X) for all other x. Hence 8*--, (T, and we have p’ = Z*(t) - Q,( t*) = q. 
(2).bifurcation.n > 0: This is like the (2).actiou.yes case. 
(2).action: In this case, p is an action ruloid. We have two cases, depending on 
whether or not there are any r-moves in the pre-section. 
(2).action.no: We have t?*(x) c -o;Jy) for all antecedents x iy in .#. Hence, 
p applies to a’(t), giving a transition 
p’ = a.(t) -%J;&) (20) 
The post-section conclusion lemma applies. 
(2).action,yes: Let x0 be a variable such that a-(x0) takes one or more r-action in 
the pre-section. Let a,!(xb) be the r-child of 0*(x’) along one such path, and 
0:(x’) = rr*($(x’)) for all other x”s. By bif’, we have 
p’ = cY( t) k,‘( t*) (21) 
Using the patience rules for t* on a,‘(t*), we have transitions 
oJ(t”) ‘G a;(t*) (22) 
Ruloid p* applies to o;(t*), giving a transition 
oG(t’) %7;&4). (23) 
The post-section conclusion lemma now applies. 
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(3) In this case, we have p = o(t) u a’( t*) = p’, where 0 zt G*. The transition p %q 
is supported by a ruloid 
p=z 
t s2.J 
for t, and instantiations (r and 3 as in case (2). For each antecedent x’ 5 y of p*, the 
induction hypothesis gives us the following: 
[ = & * rqx’) = Ci(X’) = a;,(y) = 6’(y)--a(y) 
i = z * a’(x’) = a;(x’) = a;,(y) 5 i?‘(y)-c?(y) 
5 = a =+= o’(x’) 2 02(x’) f+cT;,(y) 1; ii’(y)-r?(y) 
lprel pJ 
(24) 
This differs from the transition in case 2 only in that the domain of 0’ is Vars(t*) 
instead of Vars(t). A post-section conclusion lemma holds in this case as well. 
We have two cases, depending on whether p is an action or bifurcation ruloid. 
(3).action: In this case, p’ is conveniently bifurcated already. We thus may use the 
patience ruloids for t*, giving transitions 
p’ = o’(t*) r; a;(P) (25) 
By p*, we have 
o;(t*) ~~;o(u) (26) 
The post-section conclusion lemma now applies. 
(3).bifurcation: In this case, p = bi:“; let x0 = ;“(xb). We have q = 3(t*), where 
a(xo) ‘*6(x&) and &(x’) = 0(4(x’)) for all other x’. Note also that u = t*, and in 
particular the variables called y are the same as those called x’. 
By the induction hypothesis, we have cr*( x6) I; 8’( XL) u &(x6). Let 5*(x’) = a’( x’) 
for all other x’. Then, by repeated use of the patience rule bi$, we have 
p’ = o’(t*) s d’(t*) = q’ (27) 
as desired. 
(4) We have p = o( t*) - a’( t) = p’, where 0 Gt c*. As usual, let 
be the ruloid enabling p -% q, and o the instantiation of Vars( t) and 6 of Vars( u). From 
the induction hypothesis, we have the following transitions as in case (2): 
[=& =a a’(x) = ai = aio(y) = 8'(y)-6(y) 
[ = ‘5 * O.(X) = ai = a&(y) 5 T(y)-6(y) 
i = a =+ a’(x) s rqx’) %T;Jy) I; d’(y)--d(y) 
lprel lpostl 
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We have a post-section conclusion lemma as in case (2). As usual, there are two 
subcases, depending on whether p is an action or a bifurcation ruloid. 
(4).action: If p is an action ruloid, we have two subsubcases, depending on whether 
there are any z’s in the pre-section. 
(4).action.no: If there are no z’s in the pre-section, then we have cr.(x) &r;,(y). 
Hence p applies to p’, giving a transition 
p’ = 0’(t) 5 fqO(u) (29) 
The post-section conclusion lemma now applies. 
(4).action.yes: If there are some z’s in the pre-section, then we must use a bifurcation 
rule first. Let XL be an x’ involving a z-step in the pre-section: a’(xo) 
&J(&) 5 a:(~;), where x0 = 2(x;), and let g;(x’) = a’($(~‘)) for all other x’. By 
bi:“, we have 
p’ = a.(t) J+cJ;(t*) (30) 
By patience ruloids for t*, we have 
o:(t*) I; o;(t*) (31) 
and, by p*, we have 
o;(t*) -%c&(u). (32) 
The post-section conclusion lemma now applies. 
(4).bifurcation: Finally, suppose that the ruloid giving p its transition is p*, where 
p is a bifurcation ruloid bi:“. As usual for bifurcation rules, the variables x’ are the 
same as the variables y. We have a(~;) %(xb), and 0(x’) = 6(x’) for all other x’; the 
transition p &I is o(t*) %(t*). By induction, we have CJ’(X,,) 2 6*(x;) for some 
n > 0, where x,, = $(xb). Let 6*(x’) = a’(?(~‘)) for all other x’. There are two 
subsubcases, depending on n. 
(4).bifurcation.n = 0: In this case, a*(~,) = 6*(xb)-&(xb), and p’ = o’(t) and 
q = &(t*). Note that 6’ Lt 8. We thus have p’ -4, proving the lemma in this subsub- 
case. 
(4).bifurcation.n > 0: We have 0*(x,,) ho:(xb) If 5*(x;)- 6(x;). By bi:“, we have 
p’ = a’(t) &;(t*) (33) 
and by patience 
a:(P) I; rY(t*) (34) 
Letting q’ = 6 ‘(t*) and noting that 8’ -c?, we have q’-q as desired. 0 
3.3. Finitary characterizaion: WB cool languages 
As we have seen, fully WB cool languages respect weak bisimulation. Unfortun- 
ately, the definition of fully WB cool is infinitary. In this section, we present finitary, 
decidable necessary and sufficient conditions. 
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Definition 3.12. A language is WB cool if the terms f( %), where fis a function symbol 
and 2 are distinct variables satisfy the fully WB cool condition. 
The proof that WB cool languages are fully WB cool proceeds by constructing the 
ruloid sets J%( t, CI) for each t and a, and then checking that they satisfy Definition 3.5. 
The ruloid theorem will be presented as what amounts to a functional program, in 
which we construct the s t of ruloids for each term by induction. 
Theorem 3.13. Let Y be a WB cool language. Then 9 is fully WB cool. 
Proof. We first construct sets B(t, a) for all terms t and actions aEAct,,, and then 
show that they are fully WB cool. The constructions for E are easy: 
9(&E) = 
i 
{x %I, 1 xEVars(t)} 
t h(t) I 
where a(x) = u,. The constructions for variables are equally easy: 
9?(x,a)= 52 . 
i I x4y 
Suppose, then, that t =f(l) is a univariate term. Consider a rule p for f: 
xi <l; yij 
p =f(j;) -I: u 
Choose ruloids pijE9( ti, iij). These ruloids give conclusions under which ti 3 . They 
have the form 
{Z i-*W) Z iWEante(pij)> 
Pij = - 
ti 2 Uij 
Rename the target variables as necessary in some fixed way so that VarS(uij) are all 
disjoint. Let the ruloid p be 
p = UijanWij) 
t sU[Yij:= Uij] 
By [S], p is valid, and as p and pij range over all choices, p ranges over 9E( t, a). 
Note that by hypothesis the ruloids for (f( %))* are in the right correspondence with 
those for f(2). That is, corresponding to p there is a ruloid: 
p* = ~j 4 Yij I;Ts(Xij) = Xi, Xi4 yijEalltt?(p)} 
(f(R))* h 
and by induction to each pij there is a valid ruloid ~6: 
p$= { 
Z’ iWl32 iWEante(pij).+(Z’) = Z} 
t?$. u.. 
I ‘J 
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Thus, there is a valid ruloid 
p* = Uij anWPij) 
t* sU[yij:= Uij] 
where 
t* = (f(n))*[x::= $1 
Furthermore, we define 3 It(x) for t to be the union of the 4 l,J .) functions for the ti. 
That is, if zEVars(t), then zeVara(tJ for precisely one i. Let $jt(z) be $lJz). We now 
check the parts of Definition 3.5. 
Part 1: If t is straight, then each ti is also straight. Hence $(t*) = ti, and further- 
more f(2) is straight; hence (f(2))” =f(?), and so ;‘( t*) = t. 
Part 2: Suppose that z is active in t, and Z’E y(z). We know that zEVars(ti) for 
some i, and xi is active in f(Z).4 Bifurcation ruloids for t may be built from the 
bifurcation ruloids for f and tie 
Part 3: Let ti = U[yij: = Uij] be the target of p. Suppose that wcVars(G). We have 
wEVars(nij) for some ij, and y+Vars(a). By Case 3 for p and pij, we have bifurcation 
ruloids for w in Uij, and for yij in U. The composition of these ruloids is a bifurcation 
ruloid for w in 17, as desired. 
Part 4: Suppose that p has a r in an antecedent z &w. Then by construction, some 
pij also has z Lw as an antecedent. Hence pij is a bifurcation ruloid for tie AS it proves 
a conclusion of the form ti I+Uij, the rule p must have an antecedent xi J+yij; hence p is 
a bifurcation rule as well. By construction, p is also a bifurcation ruloid. 
Part 5: Straightforward from the definitions. 
4. Rooted weak bisimulation 
Weak bisimulation is not a congruence for most process algebras. Indeed, such 
basic operations as nondeterministic choice and selective communication are not WB 
cool and do not respect weak bisimulation. For example, the CCS rules for + are 
x 5x’ Y %Y’ 
x+ySx’ x+ySy’ 
for all a. In particular, there are no patience rules. We have a era, but 
a + b .5? zu + b. For this reason, some researchers [18] introduce patient versions of 
+ , with the above rules for all a # r, and two patience rules: 
x Irx’ Y ‘+Y’ 
x +Hy Sx’ +rfy x +HY ‘-*Y’ +rfy 
4Note that the ruloid for an E transition has only E’S as antecedents. 
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With this notion of choice, one may build a WB cool version of CCS, for which weak 
bisimulation will be a congruence. 
The more standard solution is to use a slight different motion of eqivalence: rooted 
weak bisimulation, called rooted z-bisimulation in [4]; Milner originally called it 
observational congruence [20]. The definition is given in Definition 1.4. 
The characterization of RWB cool languages is rather complicated. Rather than do 
it immediately, we start with a related, slightly stronger notion, strongly rooted weak 
bisimulation, which is quite reminiscent of rooted branching bisimulation. SRWB cool 
languages are much like RWB cool and RBB cool languages, but the definitions and 
proofs are much simpler. We deal with rooted weak bisimulation proper in the nest 
subsection. 
4.1. Strongly rooted weak bisimulation 
For expository convenience, we introduce a slightly strengthened version of rooted 
weak bisimulation. The rule format for rooted weak bisimulation is based on the ideas 
used in much simpler form here. 
Strongly rooted weak bisimulation is a congruence for a wider class of languages 
than ordinary rooted weak bisimulation. It is probably roughly as useful for actual 
verification as the ordinary relation. The canonical difference is, a + za esrza, but 
a + Ta + srza. The theory of strongly rooted weak bisimulation remains to be 
developed. Perhaps it will turn out to be good for something. 
Definition 4.1. Processes p and p’ are strongly rooted weakly bisimilar, p esrp’, iff 
whenever p %q for some BEAct,, then p’ %q’slq, and vice versa. 
This is a direct definition of esr in terms of _o. 
We introduce a rule format which guarantees that all operations respect strongly 
rooted weak bisimulation. Note that esr is an extremely powerful relation on its first 
move; it has the full power of strong bisimulation on that move. It is not surprising 
that it respects a rule format which has the full power of GSOS rules available on its 
first move. After the first move, esr is simply o; so we use the WB cool rule format. 
A SRWB cool language, like CCS, then, has two kinds of operations. First, it 
includes a WB cool sublanguage of tame operations - for CCS, all the operations 
except + . Second, it includes some wild operations defined by arbitrary GSOS rules 
(like +) which are required to yield terms in the WB cool sublanguage after the first 
step of computation. Formally. 
Definition 4.2. A (not necessarily positive) GSOS(e) language 9 is SRWB cool iff the 
function symbols can be partitioned into two sets, of wild and tame operations, such 
that 
1. The targets of all rules in Y are univariate terms mentioning only tame operations. 
2. The sublanguage ofY given by just the tame operations and all their ules is WB cool. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let 2’ be a SR WB cool language. Then ZS~, is a congruence for 2. 
Proof. Clearly, if o(x) or+(x) for all xedom(a), and t is a univariate term mention- 
ing only tame operations, then cr( t) *a’(t). 
NOW, suppose that pi es,pj for each i. It suffices to show that f(j) -osrf( j’). 
Suppose that some rule p enables a transition f( j!) %q = o(t), where 
p = a(source(p)) and t = target(p) and a+ ante(p). For each positive antecedent 
xi Ly of p, we have pi Lo(y). Hence, p’ SC’(~) for some a’(y) *o(y). Furthermore, 
if pi % , then pi % as well. In particular, p applies to f( fi’), giving a transition 
f(h’) %e’(target(p)). By the first paragraph of this proof, we have 
o(target(p)) oo’(target(p)). As this holds for all transitions from f(p), and (by 
symmetry) from f( fi’), we have shown that f( +) *s,f( b’). 0 
4.2. Rooted weak bisimulation 
We now adapt the tame/wild idea to rooted weak bisimulation proper. First, we 
give a more local definition of rooted weak bisimulation; then, exploiting that 
definition, a rule format respecting it. 
Definition 4.4. A symmetric relation w is a local rooted weak bisimulation if, when- 
ever p - p’ and p %q, then there is a q’ such that p’% q’ --oq. Two processes are 
locally rootedly weakly bisimilar, p eIr p’ iff there is a local rooted weak bisimulation 
relating them. 
As with ordinary er, this is a direct definition in terms of _o. Local and ordinary 
rooted weak bisimulation differ formally in that the local relation only looks at a single 
step of one process, whilst the ordinary relation allows any number of z-steps of the other. 
Lemma 4.5. Local rooted weak bisimulation coincides with rooted weak bisimulation; 
i.e. p ~,~p’ iff p --Or p’. 
Proof. Suppose that p elrp’, and that pz r. We must show that there is a r’ such 
that p’s r’ or. If n = 0, then p %q s r for some q. By p eIrp’, we have 
l t 
p’s q’ r_oq. As q _oq’, we have q’ 5 r’ or. Hence, p”‘“z; r’ _or as desired. 
Otherwise, n > 0, and we have p Lq 2 r. From p --O1rp’ we have p’zq’ _oq, and 
from * weak bisimulation q’s r’ or. Again, putting these together gives us 
p’“I, r’ or as desired. 
For the other direction, suppose that p -_orp’, and p %q. We thus have p% q, with 
both r*‘s being empty; hence, the rooted weak bisimulation condition applies, and 
* l 
p’; q’ oq as desired. 0 
We can use the characterization as local rooted weak bisimulation to deduce a rule 
format which respects er. Some operations, the tame ones, will respect --o; in CCS, 
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Fig. 5. Rooted weakly bisimilar processes. 
this is all operations except + . The remaining operations, the wild ones, like + need 
not respect weak bisimulation; but they must have ruloids which force them to respect 
local rooted weak bisimulation. 
For example, suppose that for each rule 
XSY 
f(x,z) s?*t 
that there are ruloids of the form 
xLy y%z y Itz 
f(x, z) Q t %t[y:= z] t f-'t[y:= z] (35) 
where t is some tame term. For example, if f were + , t would be y. 
Suppose p elr p’. Intuitively, the first rule allows f(p’, r) to take a r-transition to an 
instance oft, handling the first r moves of p’. The second ruloid lets t do the transition 
that fdid; the third ruloid handles the final r moves of p’. Suppose we have transitions: 
a 
P ‘4 
P’ Lp; 24; L q’ 
The above rules give (roughly) 
.f(p,r) 
b 
’ LCY := 41 
f (P’? r) --J-+t[y:= pi] b -t[y:= q;] 2 t[y:= q’] 
In general, though, we need some more structure. Suppose that we have the 
operation f; whose rules include 
x %y 
b 
f(x) --+d.y 
d 
f(x) +x 
where d.y is prefixing (3). For example, f(a.c)eb.d.c + d.a.c. Consider the pro- 
cesses p = zza( b + z( b + TC)) and p’ = a( b + zc) + ac + 7. z .p’; see Fig. 5, where the 
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names of the states show the correspondence between the processes. We have p --o, p’. 
(These processes are chosen to illustrate all the difficulties that arise in the general 
case.) We will have f(p) _o,f(p’), but this will require several new operations and 
a new rule for J 
Let us try to match the transition f(p’) 2-rd.c with some computation from 
f(p). We have to do several things. First of all, we need to absorb the transition 
p1 Lpz. When we do this, we lose the option of performing the d action that is 
available to f(p); we have committed to the transition f( . ..)%. though it is 
not yet available. Thus we must have a transition f(p) &g(pz) for some new 
function g. 
g will wait patiently for its argument to perform an a, with a transition 
g(p2) Lg(p3), and when it does, will perform something like f’s a-transi- 
tion: g(ps) %/t(p4). Note that we cannot simply have g(p3) move to d.p,, as the 
latter has the option of eventually doing the string db, but f(p’)‘s child d.c 
cannot. 
The function h intuitively means that we have performed the f( . . .)“b’; and are 
trying to get into a state in which it is appropriate to get its target d.c. It will discard 
T actions, in a transition h(p,) Lh(p5). When the process is about to get to the right 
state, h will become the target of fs original transition: h(pS) hd.p, o d.c. 
Thus, in general, to match a transition form f; we need two intermediate states 
- g and h in this example - which represent he intent to do that transition, with 
g being the state before the transition has happened, and h the state afterwards. This 
rather complicated example inspires the following equally complicated definition. 
Given the top transition f % t in this diagram, we insist hat the rest be possible as well 
(where there are r loops at t’ and t2): 
This leads to the following horrible definition. 
Definition 4.6. A positive GSOS language is RWB cool if the operations can be 
partitioned into tame and wild operations, such that 
1. the target of every rule contains only tame operations; 
2. the sublanguage of tame operations is WB cool; 
3. for every rule p with target f(k) % t for a wild operation symbol f; the following 
exist: 
(a) Terms t’ and t2, such that Vars(t), (a>, Vars(t’), and Vars(t2) are mutually 
disjoint. 
(b) Bijections 3( .):Vars(t’) + Vars(t) and f( -):Vars(t’) + Vars(t2). (Let $( -) 
and “;j’( .) be the inverses, and let $(x1) = :($(x1)).) 
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(c) The following ruloids, for each x0 which is active in f(2), each x: such that 
x0 = 3(x:), and each xi such that x0 3 yoeante(p) and 3(x$) = y” 
x0 2x;, {x %x1 1 x = $(x1) A (x # x0 v x1 # x;,> 
f(2) 2 (36) 
{X LX’ ((x iry)eante(p) A y = 5(x”)} 
f(Z) zt2 (37) 
x; Lx;‘, {xl 4tx”lX’ # XA} 
t’ I*t” (38) 
where t” = t’ [R’ : = .?“I 
{x1 5x21x iyeante(p),x = $(x1), y = &(x2)} 
t St2 
{x1 i’y I x LyEante( x = 3(x’)} 
t’ %t 
(39) 
(40) 
x; Lx;‘, {x2 %x2’lx2 #x$} 
t2 Lt2’ (41) 
where t2’ = t2 [ Ti2 : = R2’] 
4 LYO, {x2 qy = $(x2) # y”} 
t2 Itt 
(42) 
In most cases, t’ and t2 will simply be renamings to t; for + , where t is a target 
variable x’, t’ and t2 are other variables y’ and z’. 
Theorem 4.7. Rooted weak bisimulation is a congruence with respect o all R WB cool 
languages. 
Proof. Let Y be a RWB cool language. It is clear that if t is a univariate term 
containing only tame operations, and a(x) o O’(X) for each x, then 
a(t) 0d( t) (43) 
Let pi -orp; be vectors of closed terms of 2. It suffices to show that 
p = f(P) _o ,J(jY) = p’. Suppose that p %q, and let p be the rule for j-enabling this 
transition. Let C(Xi) = pi and a’(xi) = PT. For each antecedent x i*y of f; we have 
cr(x) &5(y) for some 8. By local weak bisimulation, let x1 = $(y) and x2 = c(y) 
o’(x)7r;” cqxl) iay(x2)‘3 6’(y) 
where 6(y) &?‘(y) for each y. What happens next depends on whether or not there 
are r-actions. 
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Vy .m, = nY = 0: In this case, we have rY(x) LB’(y) for each antecedent 
x iy of p. Hence p applies to p’, giving a transition p’ %q’ = e*(t), and 4 --oq’ 
by (43). 
Vy.m, = 0, and 3y,.nY0 > 0: In this case, use (37) to get a transition 
p’ = o’(f(Z)) 5 a;(P) 
Now, apply the rules (41) &A,,) - 1 times, giving us transitions 
oJ(t2) I; 0;(P) 
where a:(~;)= 0:(x$) &?(y,,), and o;(x’) = &*($(x2)) for all other x2. 
Then, apply the rule (42) giving a transition 
a;(P) G.‘(t) = q*. 
From (43) we have q oq’. That is, p’ % q’ as desired. 
3y,.m,,, > 0: For this case, we use (36) to get a transition 
p’ &r:(P) 
(44) 
(45) 
where 
a.(xo) ‘ta:($(y,))X &(y,)). 
Let rr;(x’) = a’$(~‘) for all other xi. We then use (38) (CYmY) - 1 times, giving us 
transitions 
a:(P) s a;(P) 
We are now ready to use one of the ruloids giving t2 an a-action. There are two 
subcases, depending on whether or not 3yl.myl > 0. If no such y, exists, then 
0:(x2) = s’(y) for each y = $(x2), and so we use (40) to give a transition 
f$(tl) &Y(t) = q’ oq 
which proves the theorem in this case. 
Otherwise, such a y1 does exist. In this case, we use (39), giving a transition 
We then proceed as for (44) and (45), giving oJ(t2) 5 q* oq. 
Thus, rooted weak bisimulation is a congruence. 0 
4.3. Discussion 
The SRWB cool and RWB cool formats provide an amazing degree of program- 
ming power for a language respecting silent bisimulation. They allow operations like 
+, and even some operations which require negative rules: e.g., a one-step priority 
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operator, which gives the action a priority over b: 
x 5x’ xf-+xt, xk 
01(x) %x’ &(x) J+ x’ 
Note that the full priority operator, 
x %x’ x%x!, XL 
6(x) %9(.x’) 0(x) 5 f3(x’) 
which is not cool. The negative rule forces 8 to be wild, but the targets of both rules use 
6 and thus it must be tame. However, this operation does not respect -_~s~. Recall the 
process Pba of (7), which alternately offered a b and an a-transition; recall that 
Pblr oa + b, though they are not strongly rooted weakly bisimilar. We have 
0( Pba) 2 e(O), but 0(a + b) I;* and 0( a + b) & ; hence, 0 does not respect weak 
bisimulation. As Pba oa + b, we have aPb, esra(a + b). But B(aP,,,) f+O(Pba) 
and f3(a(a + b)) f+e(a + b), and hence the two are not strongly rooted weak 
bisimilar. 
5. SOS for branching bisimulation 
Branching bisimulation is a finer relation than weak bisimulation. Not surprisingly, 
a wider class of operations respect it. Here, for example, is an operation which respects 
branching bisimulation but not weak bisimulation: 
x %x’ x Il+xj x I+x’ 
h(x) $0 h(x) 3 x h(x) J+ h(x’) 
Note that this is almost a WB cool operation, with h* = h. However, the target of the 
b-rule is x rather than x’; the rule is not &-presented, and if it were it would not be 
straight, and thus we would not be allowed to have h* = h. 
Let p = a + zb and q = p + b. It is easy to verify that p --oq, but p + b q. We have 
h(p) oa + sbb, and h(q) %q %O. In particular, h(q) f-fi , but h(p) cannot take these 
actions even with z’s interspersed. The two are thus distinguishable by h. 
We define fully BB cool languages and related terms in much the same way that we 
defined fully WB cool languages. Indeed the definition differs only in two places from 
Definition 3.5: 2’ is a GSOS language (without E-transitions) rather than a GSOS(&) 
language (requiring E-transitions.), and the matching between targets, part 4 is slightly 
different than for Definition 3.5. barb(t,x) must be redefined: barb(t,x) must be 
defined as 1 if no rule for t has x as an antecedent. 
Definition 5.1. A GSOS language _9 is Fully RB cool if there is a mapping 
( - )* : Terms1 -+ Terms”, , and, for each tETermsl, a mapping $jt( .):Vars(t*) -+ 
Vars( t). We use the same auxiliary functions as in Section 3: 
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1. If t is straight, then $(t*) = t; 
2. If x is active in t, then for all x@$(x), there is a ruloid bi:be4e(t, z): 
x %I 
t %xg(t*) 
where u is a fresh variable, and 
(46) 
cpx:, =
{ 
;(x’)T 
? 
:: _‘2 
0 
bi:. is the bifurcation ruloid oft for XL; if t is straight, it is also called the patience 
ruloid for XL; 
3. the only ruloids with r’s in the antecedent are the bifurcation ruloids; 
4. for all t and CC, there is a bijection (.)*: W( t, tl) + W( t*, a) such that 
ante(p) = ?(ante(p*)) 
target(p) = $(target(p*)) 
(47) 
(48) 
Theorem 5.2. Branching bisimulation is a congruence for every BB cool language. 
Proof. Much like the proof of Theorem 3.11, with about twice the number of 
subsubcases from the two-part definition of branching bisimulation. 0 
5.1. Finitary characterization: BB cool languages 
As in Section 3.1, we present a finitary characterization of fully BB cool languages; 
indeed, we show that requiring the operation symbols to satisfy the fully BB cool 
requirement suffices to guarantee that the whole language is fully BB cool. 
Definition 5.3. A language dip is BB cool iff the terms f (2) satisfy the fully BB cool 
condition. 
As before, we inductively construct 9( t, a) and t* for all terms t, and show that they 
work properly. 
Theorem 5.4. Let 5? be a BB cool language. Then 2’ is fully BB cool. 
Proof. Much like the proof of Theorem 3.13. 0 
6. Rooted branching bisimulation 
Branching bisimulation suffers from the same kind of problem as weak bisimula- 
tion: some operations, + in particular, do not respect it. The solution is to use rooted 
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branching bisimulation, Definition 1.6, which is adequate for all of CCS and most 
related languages. As with strongly rooted weak bisimulation, a rooted weak bi- 
simulation relation gives us the full power of bisimulation on the first step of 
computation, and hence we may use the full power of GSOS rules. 
Definition 6.1. A GSOS language _Y is RBB cool iff the function symbols can be 
partitioned into tame and wild operations, such that 
1. the sublanguage of _Y given by just the tame operations and all their rules is RB 
cool; 
2. the targets of all rules in _Y are univariate terms mention only tame operations. 
Theorem 6.2. Let 2’ be a RBB cool language. Then erb is a congruence for 9. 
Proof. Just like Theorem 4.3. 0 
7. Equational theories 
In [2], we gave a general procedure for taking a GSOS language 9, and building an 
extension 2 of 2 and an equational axiom system which, with the addition of one 
induction principle, is complete for proving strong bisimulations of processes. 
Aceto et al. [2] comprise a collection of methods for computing equations and, 
where necessary, auxiliary operations from the rules of _Y. The central example is 
interleaving composition (1). Interleaving is smooth but not distinctive - the full 
definitions are not relevant yet - and the method of Aceto et al. [2] introduces the 
auxiliary operation of left merge [5], with rules 
x -f+x’ 
XILY 4 x’ III Y (49) 
and (roughly) the equation 
xlllY=xIlY+Yltx (50) 
Leftmerge is a very tractable operation, being both smooth and distinctive. The 
method of Aceto et al. [Z] gives us essentially the axiom system of Bergstra and Klop 
PI. 
(x + Y) llz = (x ilz) + (Y llz) (51) 
(ax) liy = a(x Ill Y) (52) 
o[Ix=o (53) 
which is complete for strong bisimulation. 
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7.1. Equations fail for unrooted weak bisimulations 
However, [ is not WB cool or BB cool, as it does not have a patience rule. Not 
surprisingly, it does not respect either weak or branching bisimulation. Letting 
- stand for either weak or branching bisimulation, we have 
However, a lb -+ (za) k b; they are not even weakly trace equivalent: 
allb 
5-a 
Olllb 
za U_b 
17 
alllb 
lb 
0 a Ill 0 
0 
Making [ patient, by adding the rule 
(mistake) 
x l*x’ 
XILY Ax’lLv 
will, of course, make it respect both weak and branching bisimulation. This does not 
help. While the patient 11 still enjoys (51), (53), and a suitably modified version of (52), 
we have lost the all-important (50). Indeed, consider ra )(I Tb and (ra L tb) + (zb U. za). 
The r-children of the former are: 
za Ill zb 
za Ill b 
a Ill b 
However, 
(mistake) (za kzb) + (zb kza) La [zb 
which is committed to doing the a first; and Ta 111 zb cannot evolve via t-steps to any 
state which is committed to doing a first. Thus the two are not even weakly bisimilar. 
7.2. Equations for strongly rooted equivalences 
The situation for strongly rooted weak bisimulation and rooted branching bi- 
simulation is much better: the auxiliary operations created by Aceto et al. [2] can be 
added as wild operations, and hence those methods give a sound axiomatization. 
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Suppose that 2 is a SRWB cool or RBB cool language. Recall that each rule p of 
2 has the form 
Xi a3yij 
f(2) -4 t, 
where t, is a term mentioning only tame operations. 
If _Y is the Aceto et al. [2] extension of _YZ’, then all the targets of new rules are (up to 
renaming of variables) equal to some targets or rules of _Y. For example, the target of 
(49) is the same as that of (1). Hence, the targets of 2’ are all tame terms. Let us declare 
that all the new operations are wild. The tame sublanguage of 5?’ is the same as that of 
Y, and hence WB cool or BB cool as appropriate. Thus, _Y’ is SRWB cool or RBB 
cool. 
In particular, the new operations all respect --o_ or tt,b. The equations generated 
by Aceto et al. [2] are valid under strong bisimulation, and remain valid under coarser 
relations, including esr and Sri,. Thus, the axiom system is sound. 
Completeness is more of a problem, for familiar reasons. We must add axioms 
describing the equivalence as a quotient of strong bisimulation. This is a (probably 
easy) open problem for strongly rooted weak bisimulation. For rooted branching 
bisimulation, this is the equation [4]: 
a(r(x + y) + x) = a(x + y). 
However, for general processes, this will not be complete. Aceto et al. [2] achieve 
completeness by using the facts that (1) two finitely branching synchronization trees 
are strongly bisimilar iff they are bisimilar when truncated to all finite depths, and (2) 
GSOS languages only generate finitely branching trees. Any decent process algebra 
can define a process p which is infinitely branching up to 5 : that is, there are an 
infinite number of distinct processes pn with p 5 pn. The best approach we are aware 
of is the use of auxiliary predicates to test for boundedness, and take a bounded 
version of the approximation induction principle; for details, see [4]. 
7.3. Equations for rooted weak bisimulation 
As always, we need to have equations characterizing rooted weak bisimulation as 
a quotient of strong bisimulation. For rooted weak bisimulation, these are the familiar 
0r.r.x = xx 
TX + x = zx 
@TX + y) = a(zx + y) + c(x 
We need to extend [2] slightly; operations in RWB cool languages are frequently 
nondistinctive. The intuition behind distinctive operations is that at most one rule can 
apply to any term of the form f( alpI, . . . , a,,~~). However, this is frequently not true 
in RWB cool languages. For example, in Definition 4.6, if t2 and t’ are different, the 
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rules (39) and (40) give t’ two transitions with the same cause. However, the full force 
of distinctiveness i not required for [2], nor is it here. 
Definition 7.1. Let f be a straight operation in a positive GSOS(s) language, and 
p a rule for f: The trigger of fby p is the vector ( yl, . . . , y,), where yi is the action on 
the antecedent Xi 2 yi. 
The trigger of a rule describes when it can fire. We are interested in when several 
rules can apply to a term. Clearly, two rules with the same trigger fire or do not fire 
together. However, rules with different triggers can also apply; e.g., both rules of (1) 
both apply to cllll tl, with triggers (CL,&) and (~,cI). The two rules ouerlap. 
Definition 7.2. TWO triggers 7 and 8 overlap if, for all i, if yi # 6i, then either yi or 6i is E. 
Two rules overlap if their triggers do. 
It is impossible in general to axiomatize operations with overlapping rules directly; 
e.g., there isno finite axiomatization of ((I [25]. The definition of distinctiveness in [2] 
simply forbade overlapping triggers. For our setting, we need a looser notion. 
Definition 7.3. A straight positive GSOS(.s) operation fis instinctive if, 
1. whenever two rules have overlapping triggers, the triggers are equal; and 
2. the rules for fuse the same target variables; i.e. if x % y is an antecedent of one rule 
for p, then x 2 y is an antecedent of every rule p for some a;; and 
3. for any argument xi, either all rules have a non-s antecedent for Xi or none do. 
A set of rules is instinctive if the operation defined by only those rules is instinctive. 
(Thus, we may speak of a subset of an operation’s rules being instinctive.) 
Lemma 7.4. Let f be an instinctive operation, and let 9 be a trigger of the right length for 
f: Let R be the set of all rules for f with p as trigger. Let &’ be the action and tP be the 
target of rule p. Let 
x,= 
I 
i 
Yi*Yi, YiZE 
Yi3 Yi=&’ 
Then b f(z) = CpERcP. tP. 
Proof. Each of the rules in R applies to f (2); each psR causes an cP transition to tP. 
As the triggers of rules off which are not in R do not overlap y, no such rule applies to 
f(X). 0 
Note that if there are no rules with y as their trigger, this gives an equation of the 
form f( 2) = 0. The language is positive, so the tricks of [2] for negative rules are not 
necessary. 
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Lemma 7.5. Let f be an instinctive operation. Then f is distributive over its active 
arguments. Specifically, suppose that xi is active in f (2). For convenience, let 
C[v] = (f(j;_))[xi:= v]. Then 
k ccx + Yl 0 CCXI + CCYI. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the Aceto et al. [2]. Lemma 4.3, which essentially says 
that the third part of the definition of “instinctive” guarantees distributivity. 0 
Definition 7.6. A RWB cool language is classy if, for each rule p for a wild operation, 
the rule p together with all instances of (36) and (37) for it are instinctive. 
An equational axiom system E is said to be head-normalizing if, whenever p is 
a process, there is a theorem of the form E I- p = xi aiqi. Head normalization is the 
essential property of theories similar to that of [2]. 
Theorem 7.7. Let _Y be a classy RWB cool language. Then there is a RWB cool 
extension 2” of 2 with a sound and head-normalizing axiom system for strong 
bisimulation. 
Proof. The method of Aceto et al. [2] proceeds in steps. The first step introduces 
straight versions of all nonstraight operations in 9. If f is not straight, its straightened 
version f + has the same rules off*; the main difference is that Aceto et al. [Z] does 
not introduce bifurcation rules taking f to f’. 
Thus, if f is nonstraight but tame, then _Y already has a straightened version off (2). 
Indeed, the equation 
f (a)&(f (~)*I 
is valid, as the rules for the two sides are in such close correspondence. So, we need not 
introduce ft in this case. 
If f is not straight and wild, then we must introduce f +. The targets of rules for f + 
are the same as the targets of the rules for f: 
In particular, f has rules (36) and (37), giving f r-transitions to t’ and tZ. f + has 
corresponding rules, giving f + transitions to t’ and t2. Of course, t’ and t2 are the 
same terms for f + as they were for f, so the remaining rules (which govern t’ and t2 
transitions and do not mention f) show that f + has the required auxiliary ruloids. 
Hence, by declaring the new f + operations to be wild, the Y extended by the 
straightening auxiliary operations is RWB cool. 
The remaining steps of Aceto et al. [2] method are straightforward given our 
assumptions. Straight, instinctive operations can be axiomatized directly as described 
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above. Suppose that fis straight and not instinctive, We will introduce some auxiliary, 
wild, instinctive operations which jointly describe J For each rule p for f, we define 
the operation f,, which just has rules corresponding to p, and the rules (36) and (37): 
the rules for fP are identical to those for f, except hat & replaces fin the sources. The 
condition of classiness ensures that f, is instinctive, and hence can be axiomatized. 
Using the f,, we can axiomatize f: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
8. Conclusion 
We have given fairly general rule formats for four popular notions of silent 
bisimulation, and one little-explored notion as well. In many cases, the rule formats 
for the rooted equivalences admit the extension giving equational axiom systems of 
[2]. These axiom systems are as close to complete as can be expected, given the degree 
of undecidability of the silent bisimulations. 
8.1. Open problems 
A number of questions remain to be answered. 
Rooted weak bisimulation might be able to tolerate negative rules to some 
(probably very small) extent, under some interpretation. Can this actually be done? 
Is the resulting extension useful? 
Almost all of the rules used in this study have been positive GSOS. It seems likely 
that similar constructions would work for the tyft rules of [17]. 
What is the theory and practice of strongly rooted weak bisimulation? Is it actually 
good for anything, or does it just have a clean rule format? 
Are the conditions given in this paper sufficient? That is, are there GSOS opera- 
tions which do respect, say, weak bisimulation, but are not WB cool? We exclude 
junk operations; e.g. if f has only one rule 
then f does respect weak bisimulation - indeed, f is semantically constant, with 
f(x)-0 - but this is uninteresting. 
As with GSOS languages, we may define the congruence generated by a rule 
format: two processes are, say, BB cool congruent iff they have the same set of 
completed weak traces (viz., without r) in all BB cool languages. (Actually, there are 
a number of choices to be made here: e.g., one may use weak partial traces instead 
of weak completed ones, or take divergence into account.) Do the congruences 
generated by these rule formats have any good characterization or properties? 
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